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GRASS GIS is a full featured, general purpose Open Source geographic information system (GIS) with raster,
3D raster and vector processing support[1]. Recently, time was introduced as a new dimension that transformed
GRASS GIS into the first Open Source temporal GIS with comprehensive spatio-temporal analysis, processing
and visualization capabilities[2].

New spatio-temporal data types were introduced in GRASS GIS version 7, to manage raster, 3D raster and
vector time series. These new data types are called space time datasets. They are designed to efficiently handle
hundreds of thousands of time stamped raster, 3D raster and vector map layers of any size. Time stamps can be
defined as time intervals or time instances in Gregorian calendar time or relative time. Space time datasets are
simplifying the processing and analysis of large time series in GRASS GIS, since these new data types are used
as input and output parameter in temporal modules. The handling of space time datasets is therefore equal to the
handling of raster, 3D raster and vector map layers in GRASS GIS.

A new dedicated Python library, the GRASS GIS Temporal Framework, was designed to implement the
spatio-temporal data types and their management. The framework provides the functionality to efficiently handle
hundreds of thousands of time stamped map layers and their spatio-temporal topological relations. The framework
supports reasoning based on the temporal granularity of space time datasets as well as their temporal topology. It
was designed in conjunction with the PyGRASS [3] library to support parallel processing of large datasets, that
has a long tradition in GRASS GIS [4,5].

We will present a subset of more than 40 temporal modules that were implemented based on the GRASS
GIS Temporal Framework, PyGRASS and the GRASS GIS Python scripting library. These modules provide a
comprehensive temporal GIS tool set. The functionality range from space time dataset and time stamped map
layer management over temporal aggregation, temporal accumulation, spatio-temporal statistics, spatio-temporal
sampling, temporal algebra, temporal topology analysis, time series animation and temporal topology visualization
to time series import and export capabilities with support for NetCDF and VTK data formats. We will present
several temporal modules that support parallel processing of raster and 3D raster time series.
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